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Abstract— Sentiment analysis is a task to find out the polarity of
a particular sentence. A particular sentence could be positive,
negative or neutral. The polarity of that sentence is basically his/
her frame of mind, feelings and opinion of that person about a
particular product or service. Amazon is among the most popular
platforms of online shopping currently. It is the biggest platform
for selling and purchasing of products. As Amazon has products
from millions of sellers that give a particular purchaser huge
scope and variety of products. Amazon allows users to share
reviews about a particular product and what they experienced
after buying it. In this study using Microsoft Azure Machine
Learning and Python a study is conducted to find that a particular
review is positive, negative or neutral. This was demonstrated by
performing a sentiment analysis on reviews of particular
products. Accordingly, data was sourced from Amazon’s review
section. Data were obtained in the form of sentences. Azure cloudbased sentiment analytics and python was applied to conduct this
sentiment analysis. The outcomes of this study confirmed that
Microsoft Azure Machine Learning platform and python
programming can be used for sentiment analysis on various data
models to perform data analytics.

Sentiments are elements, occasions and their properties
likewise called as target articulations. Conclusions depict an
individual's sentiments, opinions, evaluation's towards
elements, occasions and their properties.
Regardless of whether a particular decision is made or yet to
be made is coordinating with the sentiments of the others to
stay away from self-misfortune. One reason for the absence of
sentiments is the way that there was minimal stubborn message
accessible before the Internet. Prior to the web, when an
individual expected to settle on a choice, the person in question
requests feelings from loved ones. In any case, the web
changed the way that individuals express their perspectives and
sentiments by posting surveys of items at Ecommerce
platforms, comments on social media platforms and websites
which are on the whole called client created content. This
internet based sentiment conduct addresses new and
quantifiable wellsprings of data with numerous reasonable
applications. Sentiment analysis is performed by utilizing the
approach which can review about opinions that is also known
as opinion mining, is intended to dissect the assessment of
individuals towards anything like items, associations, and other
related traits. In this current day, social media assumes a huge
part in giving quality data about any topic going from various
surveys websites, and remarks. Today, people, organizations
and establishments are progressively utilizing the data
available over web to advise their choices. At the point when
an individual needs to purchase an item, he presently not just
asks individuals around him however gets a ton of remarks,
conversations, and other data about the item from the Web. For
an association, the evaluation of these items and service can
likewise be very important as it represents the image through
the Web. Also, it is simple these days for companies to get
public input on their services, just as to find out with regards to
significant occasions in different areas. Be that as it may,
because of the multiplication of different sites, online
evaluation and checking of assessment sites and removing data
from them is as yet a troublesome task. The normal human will
struggle distinguishing applicable destinations, extricating and
summing up remarks from them. Along these lines, evaluation
framework is required.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Index Terms- Sentiment analysis, opinion mining, Microsoft
azure, Python, Amazon, reviews.

I. INTRODUCTION
The field of data analysis implies dissecting data in manners
that uncover connections, designs, patterns found inside it. It
basically gives us the result to what in particular level we can
believe about appropriate responses we are getting by
contrasting our data with others to find out needed result from
the information. Basically there are two kind of data qualitative
data that alludes to the information which is gathered or can be
converted into numbers that can be represented numerically.
And other one is qualitative data that is gathered in a format as
it is descriptive, sentiment, quotes, translations, and so on. The
famous and most basic tool for data analysis is MS Excel in
which data can be arranged in the form to be in ascending and
descending order, channel the information that meet specific
models, display charts, perform conditional formatting on cells,
get required information out from an enormous and itemized
data collection utilizing pivot tables, formatting of tables to
dissect our information rapidly and effectively. In this research
work, an Add-in of MS Excel named Microsoft Azure Machine
Learning that is basically used to do sentiment analysis was
used. Many other tools like Analysis ToolPak which is an
include program that gives solution for data analysis to do
analysis of monetary, factual and designing engineering data
analysis. Text data contains sentiment and feelings.
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A. Sentiment Analysis:
The field of sentiment analysis is a part from the field of
opinion mining. Many researchers worked for this field to draw
out the best result. An overview has been done to investigation
about the procedure and devices accessible in sentiment
analysis.
J.M. Weibe [1], has worked to find out various algorithm in
best recognizable way to carry out sentiment analysis.
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The research work of M. A. Hearst [2] was based upon
including intelligence for sentiment analysis.
The research work of V. Suresh [3] was based upon a
methodology that pre-owned stop words and space between
stop words as the feature that helps sentiment analysis.
The study of Murthy G. et al. [4] was based upon a report on
sentences and web based feelings.
During the study Dave et al. [5] utilized a tool to integrate
audits.
Matsumoto et al. [6] in the study investigated about report level
syntactic over the words that was found by them.
During the study Liu et al. [7] represented about multilevel
classification that was based upon sentiment analysis.
The research work of Harvinder Jeet Kaur et al. [8] was related
with investigation on various techniques to perform automatic
polarity classification of textual information.
Emilio et al. [9] basically presented that an incredible general
software subsystems will empower numerous different
applications that need mixture of streaming and cluster
information investigation.
J. Prabhu et al. [10] examined about the utilization of Rapid
clustering Technique to dissect the attributes in social
networks.
Xin Chen et al. [11] utilized an exceptional framework called
Social Web Examination Buddy to dissect understudy posted
substance via Social Media destinations to work with the
comprehension of human practices and social propensities.
B. Microsoft Azure Machine Learning:
Microsoft Azure Machine Learning is a service provided by
Microsoft that envelops cloud benefits which empowers the
formation, arrangement, and data maintenance by means of a
framework which is established based upon world wide
networking of data centers for Microsoft. It is a cloud based
model which contains the cloud facilities that helps in
separating highlights that are based upon specific adaptability,
readiness, and versatility. Presently, Azure computes the
contribution score of the client dependability by means of
social media metrics. This can be considered as the simple
evaluation of the worth of clients of Microsoft add to its cloud
business via social media to empower it and can offer many
types of assistance. Azure ML additionally upholds numerous
Machine Learning Algorithms that are classification,
regression and clustering.
As per the study of Qasem et al. [12] Azure ML model is the
customization of models utilizing python and R.
As per the research work of of Ericson et al. [13] Azure ML
studio takes into account the moving of Modules and datasets
like Ml algorithm, highlight choice, and pre-handling and
connections them together. This test can be prepared and
changed into a predictive analysis. This prescient test permits
clients to fabricate their models.
Microsoft Azure is intended to set a playground for both
experienced and fresher’s who intend to perform data analysis.
It provides an assortment of algorithm with just a solitary
clustering algorithm. Azure ML is regularly described by the
Cortana Intelligence Gallery, which is an assortment of ML
platform which is reused and investigated by information
researchers. Azure services can be ordered into two:
1. Azure Bot Service
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2. Azure Machine Learning Studio.
Azure ML studio requires users to complete all the operations
manually. This includes, data preprocessing, exploration,
validating modeling results, and choosing methods. It supports
about 100 techniques that address regression, anomaly
detection, classification (binary and multiclass), text analysis,
and recommendation.
Azure ML studio expects user to finish every one of the
activities by manual method. This incorporates, information
preprocessing, investigation, approving displaying results, and
picking strategies. It upholds around more than hundreds of
strategies that address anomaly detection, regression, order,
text analysis and prediction.
C. Sentiment Analysis Using Python:
During the study Siddharth et al. [14] worked upon the data
collected from platforms Twitter and Youtube to investigate
individuals' perspectives utilizing ML tools and furthermore
utilizing the python programming language for the coding part.
During the study of Turney [15] the sack of-words approach
was utilized for investigating the opinions.
Liu [7] focus on analyzing the sentiments and subjectivity of
tweets. Bouazizi et al. [10] collected the Twitter dataset from
social media and analyzing the sentiments as positive, negative,
and neutral.
The work of Liu [7] centered on breaking down the opinions
and subjectivity of tweets.
Bouazizi et al. [16] gathered the Twitter dataset and
investigated the opinions in the form to be positive, negative,
or neutral.
However, sentiment analysis is a highly restricted NLP
problem because NLP can only understand some aspects of it,
such as positive or negative emotion. [7] NLTK is the natural
language processing toolkit for Python, one of the most
commonly used Python libraries in the NLP world. This paper
will use NLTK to do the research.
But, the limitation of sentiment analysis is that is an
exceptionally confined NLP issue since NLP can just see a few
parts of it if some sentence is positive or negative. [7] The
sentiment analyzer used in this study is the basically language
preparing tool designing using “TextBlob” library of Python
perhaps the most regularly utilized Python library in the NLP
world. This paper will utilize both Azure Machine Learning
Add-in from Microsoft and Python for sentiment analysis.
III. METHODOLOGY
A. Data Collection
For the following study customer reviews of Xbox on Amazon
has been used. So the data has been copied in to MS office
Excel from Amazon itself. Before diving into data analysis, it
is necessary to take a look at the dataset and clean data if
necessary. For sentimental analysis, it needs more steps to
prepare the text for later on analysis.
B. Review Length
Most of the reviews length are under 500 words. The mean
length of the reviews is about 128.
It says the people who gave rating 1 will describe the facts
and the feelings together. And the world could be just a big
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picture of the words, we need to do more work to find more
valuable things.
C. Methodology:
For doing sentiment analysis using Microsoft Azure Machine
Learning following steps are needed:
1. First there must be a genuine copy of MS office 13 or
above is installed in system.
2. Then after opening MS Excel install Azure Machine
Learning Add-ins in Excel.
3. Then Install Web Service named Text Sentiment
Analysis Excel Add-in sample.
4. After that the heading of column must be changed to
“tweet_text” as it is Input in schema.
5. After that Input and Output area in sheet is defined.
6. After that we just have to click Predict.
For doing sentiment analysis using python:
1. First task is to import a python library “textblob”.
2. Then next through a simple 10 line code a sentiment
analyzer is designed that helps in understanding
polarity of sentence.
3. After that one by one reviews are entered on it and
results again mentioned in excel sheet in which result
of polarity of every sentence measured using
sentiment analyzer is entered in the sheet.

Figure 2.

3.

Next, the section is needed to be selected as input and
output area for presenting data after the prediction is done
presented in figure 3.

IV. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
A. Sentiment Analysis Using Microsoft Azure Machine
Learning:
To support work screenshots are mentioned below:
1. After importing reviews of Xbox available on Amazon in
Excel shown in figure 1.

Figure 3.

B. Sentiment Analysis using Python:
To support the work screenshots of how the task was
performed is mentioned below:
1.
To perform the task first pip library of python and then text
TextBlob is needed to install using command prompt
terminal of windows system screenshot is mentioned in
Figure 4 and 5.

Figure 1.

2.

Then, the heading of column is needed to be changed from
Review text to “tweet_text” because the schema given in
it takes that string in only “tweet_text” this form presented
in figure 2.
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Figure 4.
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V. CONCLUSION

Figure 5.

2.

Next Using VS code coding part is performed in
which (y) is termed as input for the sentiments and (x)
is basically output that will define whether a review is
positive, negative or neutral code part is Figure 6.

Sentiment analysis is very important task for organizations and
businesses. As the organizations frequently need to know in
time what customers and the public think about their product
and services that are currently in market. However, it isn't
reasonable to physically peruse each post on the site and
concentrate helpful perspective data from it. In the event it is
performed physically, there is an excessive amount of
information so therefore sentiment analysis permits huge scope
handling of information in a proficient and practical way. To
find out about sentiment investigation, the work during this
research work to provide easy methods for sentiment analysis
on businesses to comprehend its qualities and limits. This paper
has done a sentimental analysis over Xbox reviews that were
taken from Amazon, and built a model to predict the sentiment
of the comment given the review text. The sentiment analysis
is certifiably not a simple errand in any event, for people, which
implies sentiment analysis performed may not be pretty much
as exact as we thought. All things considered, Sentiment
analysis can naturally and straightaway perceive and
investigate texts, it is helpful for checking popular assessment
different preferences in a dramatically developing age.
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